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Background
 Given the low level of interest rates, fixed income returns are
likely to be well below historical averages
 Real estate returns will also likely be well below average over the
next several years
̶

The pandemic has pressured the long-term outlook for some
sectors of the market, notably office and retail
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Core fixed income yields and returns
Low fixed income yields signal low returns
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Source: Refinitiv.
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Short-term fixed income yields and returns
Low fixed income yields signal low returns
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Real estate total return expectations
The Pension Real Estate Association consensus survey on
the NCREIF Property Index

Source: The Pension Real Estate Association.
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Ideas for
Consideration

Ideas for consideration
 Consider moving some funds from Real Estate to Infrastructure
̶

Provides similar diversification as Real Estate, but faces lower
headwinds moving forward

 Consider changing Sterling Capital mandate from 1-3
Gov’t/Credit to 1-3 Credit A+
̶

Increases income and returns, while still matching cash flows
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Infrastructure: the “backbone” of an economy
The physical assets and networks necessary to operate a society – a
prerequisite for sustainable economic, industrial, and social growth &
development
Common attributes of infrastructure assets:


Essential service to society



Monopoly/quasi-monopoly



Regulatory oversight



Stable and predictable cash flows



Inflation protection
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Infrastructure characteristics
Economic Infrastructure Assets
Throughput assets

Regulated assets

Contracted assets



Derive income per usage



Derive income per usage





Prices determined by
operator/owner



Prices determined by
regulatory body

Operated by a contract between
operator and entity



Contract determines pricing
system and identifiable revenues



Ex: roads, airports, rail

Asset owner typically has some
pricing power protection

Ex: utilities, water, gas

Ex: schools, satellite networks,
broadcast towers

Infrastructure Maturity States
Greenfield

New construction or development

Brownfield

Existing, established asset

Rehabilitated Brownfield

Redevelopment
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Need for infrastructure investments
The need for infrastructure investments globally continues to drive
demand despite market downturn
Average Annual Infrastructure Need ($ Trillions)
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute. Data is based on available information as of February 29, 2020.
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Investment profile
Annualized performance
(common period 3Q07-2Q20)

Private
Infrastructure*

U.S. Equities

Non-U.S.
Equities

Fixed Income

Core Real
Estate

Annualized Return

5.4%

7.9%

1.6%

4.0%

4.4%

Annualized Risk (Std Dev.)

8.1%

18.3%

20.3%

2.9%

7.5%

Sharpe Ratio

0.67

0.43

0.08

1.38

0.59

Exhibit uses quarterly data. *Private Infrastructure represents the equal-weighted returns of the two largest open-ended core infrastructure funds
since the first inception date of the two (July 2007).
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Sources of infrastructure returns
A sustainable cash yield underpins the risk profile of an infrastructure
portfolio

Source: MSCI. Infrastructure returns represented by the “low risk” category of the MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index. Data show rolling 1-year returns from
income and capital appreciation. The chart shows the full index history, beginning in the first quarter of 2009.
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Infrastructure benefits vs risks
Infrastructure Benefits
 Growing opportunity set

 Strong and consistent performance

 Stable predictable cash flows

 Low correlation to other asset classes

 Potential hedge against inflation

Infrastructure Risks
Fund Level:

System Level:

Unsystematic:



Concentration



Political



Disaster



Liquidity



Public perception



Environmental



Valuation



Regulatory
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Short-term fixed income yields
1-3 Credit shows a higher yield than the 1-3 Govt/Credit
due to the lack of government bonds
Yields
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Pros and cons of short-term fixed income
Pros



1-3 Govt/Credit

1-3 Credit A+

Cons

Default risk is insignificant



Larger universe of available
investments



Default risk is insignificant



Higher yields and higher return
expectations



Extremely low income and return
expectations



Slightly higher volatility



More expensive
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Disclosures
The sources of information used in this report are believed to be reliable. Marquette
Associates, Inc. has not independently verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot
be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, projections and comments constitute our judgment
and are subject to change without notice. References to specific securities are for
illustrative purposes only and do not constitute recommendations. Past performance does
not guarantee future results.
About Marquette Associates
Marquette Associates is an independent investment consulting firm that guides institutional
investment programs with a focused three-point approach and careful research. For more
than 30 years Marquette has served this mission in close collaboration with clients –
enabling institutions to be more effective investment stewards. Marquette is a completely
independent and 100% employee-owned consultancy founded with the sole purpose of
advising institutions. For more information, please visit www.marquetteassociates.com.
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